
  



  

Faith
believing in something, in a grand project;

Hope
desire, trust and pursuit of happiness;

Charity
a labor of love, knowing how to take care of others;

What we do every day!

THE THREE VIRTUES



  

HISTORY AND TERRITORY

Tenuta Le Tre Virtù is a real paradise surrounded by

nature, located in the heart of the Mugello Natural Park 

surrounded by ancient villages and Medici residences, it

ofers a wonderful view of the Tuscan bush

 just 30 minutes from Florence.

An experience resort dating back to 1700,

once called "La Casaccia" now completely restored,

it's the right place to enjoy an exclusive relaxation,

surrounded by suggestive scenery and unspoiled nature.

Six hectares of certifed organic land, cultivation of

ancient fruits, olive trees, lavender, vegetable garden and

farm, which guarantee a cuisine attentive to the

seasonality, quality and freshness of the raw materials.

the truest Tuscany...



  

HOSPITALITY

The resort ofers 7 suites,

fnely furnished and equipped with every comfort.

Exclusive rooms, all diferent, each with its own

peculiarities and distinctive features, lights, colors,

aromas.

Refnement and attention to detail, an absolutely

special atmosphere enriched also by the panoramic

view that you can enjoy by staying in our suites.

Elegant simplicity, quiet and no TV, to be able to

listen to the pleasant sound of nature and feel totally

immersed in an oasis of relaxation.

Alba Chiara

Essenza di Limone

La Magnifca

La Romantica

Luce del Cielo

Profumo di Lavanda

Verde Natura

free to be...



  

SERVICES & EXPERIENCES

Exclusive common areas and boundless

panoramic spaces, a private park where you can

relax completely immersed in nature.

Intimacy, relaxation, personalized service and a

warm family atmosphere to pamper you and

make you feel at home..

The staf is always at your disposal to organize

customized tours and activities,

Mugello is a territory to be discovered:

nature, sport, adrenaline, wellness, tastings,

shopping and much more.

You can realize your private event in complete

intimacy, reserving the exclusive estate.

fawless service...



  

PISCINA & POOL BAR

FOTO PISCINA E DESCRIZIONEINFINITY POOL & SOLARIUM



  

The Virtuoso restaurant inside Tenuta Le Tre Virtù, directed by

the Executive Chef Antonello Sardi, one star in the MICHELIN

Guide Italy 2020, ofers gourmet cuisine that reinterprets the

dishes of the Tuscan culinary tradition.

Nature, genuine love and bond with the territory enhance its

cuisine: quality and freshness of raw materials, only Tuscan

excellences, coming both from our organic crops

and from small local producers, allow Antonell

 to choose and select the best ingredients.

Virtuoso is open for dinner from Monday to Saturday

from 7:30pm to 10pm,  reservations are welcome.

We awaits you for an unforgettable gastronomic experience.



  

KITCHEN & CELLAR

Antonello Sardi takes care of the whole food ofer of the resort.

The breakfast is express and personalized, served freshly

baked every morning by the pastry chef: sweet and savory,

with fresh ingredients of our production or of local origin also

accompanied by delicious appetizers.

At lunch the service becomes Virtuosino Bistrot,

the restaurant designed to satisfy our guests at any time

of the day: simple daily dishes and a fresh service while

maintaining the quality and philosophy of Virtuoso, for an

important business lunch, or for a light snack and informal

during the day.

Our cellar is the result of a continuous research for excellence

brands and small Tuscan realities that enhance the

Tuscanness of wine with their passion.



  

CONTATTACI

Tenuta Le Tre Virtù
via di Lucigliano 13, 50038 Scarperia e San Piero (FI)
Tel +39 055 0763619
www.tenutaletrevirtu.it - info@tenutaletrevirtu.it

Ristorante Virtuoso
Mbl +39 333 6916465
www.virtuosogourmet.it - info@virtuosogourmet.it 

@tenutaletrevirtu
@ristorantevirtuoso

@tenutaletrevirtu

http://www.tenutaletrevirtu.it/
mailto:info@tenutaletrevirtu.it
http://www.virtuosogourmet.it/
mailto:info@virtuosogourmet.it
https://www.instagram.com/tenutaletrevirtu/
https://www.instagram.com/ristorantevirtuoso/
https://www.facebook.com/tenutaletrevirtu/
https://www.facebook.com/tenutaletrevirtu/
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